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Abstract: Matrix relations for orthogonal polynomials associated to a non-definite linear functional c are found. In 
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1. Introduction 
In [l] Brezinski gives a matrix interpretation to obtain the formal orthogonal polynomials 
associated to a linear positive definite functional, and gets the coefficients of the Gaussian 
quadrature formulas for this functional. 
In this work, using results obtained by Draux in [2], we find as our main result a matrix 
formalism for a linear functional, not necessarily definite, similar to the result in [l] for the 
definite case. In the first place, we define the reproducing kernels for an arbitrary linear 
functional and find some of their properties. 
From the starting point of these reproducing kernels a procedure for the obtention of the 
coefficients of the Gaussian quadrature formulas is given. An alternative procedure to obtain 
these coefficients has been established by Kautsky in [3]. This method is based on the calculation 
on the left and right eigenvectors of the Jacobi matrix associated to the sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials. 
Now, we introduce some notations and previous results (see [2]) 
Let us consider a functional c on the vector space II of real polynomials defined by 
C(Xi) =cir i=o, 1,2 )... 
where { ci } is a given infinite sequence of real numbers. 
(1) 
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Further, we will deal with polynomials Qk( x) orthogonal in the sense that
c(x’Q,(x)) =O, i=O, l,..., k - l . (2)
These polynomials exist and are uniquely determined (apart from a multiplying factor),
provided that the Hankel determinants
cg ... ck-l
H,(c)=  ;
ck-1 .” ‘2k-2
are non-zero. We assume that
K(c,) f 0 if p, + 1< id An+1 + 1, (3a)
NC,) = 0 if h,+r+ 2 d i G&+1, (3b)
whereO=p,<h,<p,< . . . is a sequence of integers, and denote by { P,(x)} a base of I7 such
that
i
&(x) = 1,
Pi (X ) is a manic orthogonal polynomialf pn + I < i < h, + 1 + 1,
P,(x) = x~;:-‘P,,+,+~(x)if hnfl + 2 4 i ~p~+~.
Now, let us define the matrix H as H = LALT where the infinite matrices A and L re
A = (aij) = (c,+,), i, j=o, 1,2 )...)
and p!k’ are the coefficients of the expansionI
k
P,(x) = c p!Qx’, pL”’ = 1. (4)
i=o
Then, by (3a) and (3b) and the orthogonality conditions, one easily finds that H = (hi,) is a
block-diagonal matrix with elements hij = c( P,P,) such that on the diagonal there are alternating
diagonal blocks, with elements c( P:), p,, + 1 d i < h,+l, and blocks as
. . .
where Dcp?)1 +J-Pn = c( Pip,) = c( x~+~-~~,~-~P~~+~) and D~~‘TT~ + 0.
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If we denote by B, the square matrix of the first k rows and columns of any infinite matrix B,
then
Hk = L,A,L;, (5)
and from 1 L, 1 = ( Li ) = 1, where 1 . I denotes the determinant, one has
A,=L;lHk(LT)-l a n d  lHkl =  lAkl =H,(c,)
that is, Hk is invertible if and only if the Hankel determinant Hk( co) is different from zero.
Let us denote
I =  {HEN; pn<i<h,+l, HEN}  a n d  l,=.{i~I; i<k}
Let k E I, given the block-diagonal structure of the matrix Hk+l he inverse matrix Hi,!l has
the same structure and one finds in the diagonal diagonal-blocks with elements c( Pt)-‘,
p, + 1~ i =G h,+l,alternating with Hankel blocks
d(Pn)
h,+l
. . . d(Pn)
Pt?
0
d(Pd  0 . . .
Pti
0
where the coefficientsd,!pn) i = h, + 1,. . . , p,, are the solution of the ‘ triangular’ system
0
0
Dp$n
1
0
= . . (6)
0
be a polynomial of degree less than or equal to kLet k be a non-negative integer and p(x)
and let us consider p(x) as a linear combination of
k
PCx> = C Tipi(
i=O
An interesting property of the matrix Hk+l is that it establishes a relation between the
coefficients in (7) and the values c( PI’,) i = 0,. . . , k. Actually multiplying (7) by q(x) and
applying the functional c one obtains
the basis of II
(7)
and hence,
(4P~,L..., c(PP,))~=H,+,(~~,,...,~~)~.
If k E I, the matrix Hk+l is invertible and then
(%TT0,...,7Tk)T=H,-:,(~(PP,),...,~(PP,))~
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from where one gets the following expression for the polynomial p(x)
P(X) = (&&4,...,P~(xWM4PPcA.. .) 4PP.J’.
2. The reproducing kernel
Definition 1. Let k E I and define the reproducing kernel of order k associated to the functional
c bY
&(x3 4 = @3(x) ,..., &(4)~,-,‘,(~&) ,..., p,(t))’
Obviously, K,(x, t) is a symmetric function in (x, t).
(9)
The name of reproducing kernel comes from the following property.
Proposition 1 If k  I  andp(
:
(9 c(p(x)G(x,  t ) )  = p ( t )  if deg(p(x)) G k;
(ii) c(p(x)(x - t)K(x, t)) = 0 if deg(p(x)) < k.
Proof. (i) Using (8), (9) and the symmetry of the matrix I&J1 one has
c(p(x)&(x, t)) = (C(PPo)....,c(PPk))~~~l(PO(t),...rPk(t))T=P(t).
(ii) This is obvious from (i).•I
Other interesting properties for the reproducing kernels are:
Proposition 2. Let k E I, then
(9 ~(P~+~(x)&(x, t)) = 0;
(ii) c(P,(x)(x - t)&(x, t)) = -Pk+l(t).
Proof. (i) It is clear since Pk+l is orthogonal to Pi, i = 0,.  . , k.
(ii) xPk(x) is a polynomial of degree k + 1; hence, it can be writing as xP,(x) = Pk+l(x) +
Qk( x), where Qk( x) is a polynomial of degree less or equal than k. In this way:
c(P,(x>(x - 4&(X, 4
= 4P,+,(4&(x> t)> + c(Q,b)&( x, t>) - Wk(4&(X> 4)
= Q,(t) - tP,(t) = -P,+,(t). q
From the reproducing property we can obtain K,(x, t) in terms of a determinant.
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Proof. See [l, p.521. 0
A formula for the reproducing kernel similar to those
kernels associated to a definite functions  can be derived
KS
classical formulae for the reproducing
from the block-structure of the matrix
Given k a non-negative integer we denote by pr( k) the maximum of the non-negative integers
r < k such that H,.( co) + 0.
And for i E Ik, we define ti+l = c(P,P,,~~+,,) and b!‘) = d,(i)I+,,,(,+l,. tit1 for j = 1,. . . , i + 1I
- pr(i + 1) (we remark that bf~,_,,fi+,,  c i). ” ” _
With this notation
&(x, t) = (P,(x),...,P,(x))~~~~(P,(t),...,  p,(t))’
1 b!" __1-l 1 pr(r+l) * * * 0 11 at>
= c t,-,‘,(l, x, _. . , X-(i+l))
iE1,
b{‘) . * .
i 11 ! j pPr(i+l)(X)Ppr(i+I)(t)0 t’-p’(‘+l)
‘i+l-pr(i+l)
i
j-l
= C t;:lPpr(i+l)(X)~~~~;+*,(')
c b/i' c ,i-I-hth _
1
00)
IEI, .J‘- 1 h = O
From the properties of the reproducing kernel one can easily give a different proof of the
recurrence relation for orthogonal polyno~als and the Christoffel-Darboux relation obtained
by Draux in [2].
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Proposition 3 (Recurrence relation). For k E I the following holds
P!s+,b> = (xwk-pr(k+l)b) + Bk+l)Ppr(k+*+) + G+lPpr(pr(k+l))b)
where
k-pr(k+l)
~k-~r(k+&) =  c h,‘::x’,
J=o
Bkfl = - t,-:,cjx
k+l-pr(k+l)
Wk-pr(k+l)(X)Pp2r(k+l)(X)),
Ck + l  = - t;r;k+l)tk+l
and where the first terms of the recurrence relation are P_l( x) = 0 and P,,(x) = 1.
Proof. Denote by p(x) = Pk+ 1( x) - xPk( x), clearly deg( p(x)) G k and from (8) one has
P(X) = (%4..., pkbw~A(4Ppo)~.  . .) 4Pk))‘.
Since Pk+l( X) is an orthogonal pOlynOmd  one gets c(Pk+lPi) = 0 for i = 0,. . . , k and therefore
c(pPi) = -c(xpk(x)pi(x))  = -C(Xk+l-pr’k+l’Pp,(k+~)(X)P~(X)).
By the orthogonality conditions c( pP,) = 0 if i < pr( k - 1) - 2 and for the rest of the indices
- for i = pr( k + 1) - 1
cbppr(k+l)-l)  =  -C(Xk+l-pr(k+l)ppr(k+l)(X)Ppr(k+l)-~(~))
=- c  XkPi pr(k+l)(X))  =  -C(PkPpr(k+l))  =  -D;:()k+l);
- for i = pr( k + l), . . . , k - 1
&Pi) = -c(x&(x)Pj(x) = -C(Xi+l-P”k+l’Pk(X)Pp,i~+~)(X)j = -#+“‘l;
- for i = k c(pPk) = -c(xP,‘(x)).
In this way, by the block-structure of the matrix Hk+l we obtain
Ax) = -(p,(x),...,p,(x))H,-,‘,(o,..*:o, D;l;)k+l)+l,..., Di”‘, c(xp;(x)))T
=
- PpWk+ 1))(x)d(P’(k+W)D(k)p r ( k + l ) - 1 pr(k+  1)
=  -Ppr(pr(k+l))
(x)d(p’(k+W)D(k)
p r ( k + l ) - 1 pr(k+ 1)
I_
D(k)
pr(k+l)+l
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Hence, from the relations (6) between the coefficients Djk) and dik’ we get
i
k-pr(k+l)
P(X) = c b+j+ B/c+1 $r(k+l)(X)  + G+1qx(pr(k+1))c4
j=1 1
where
and
Bk + l = - t & ( x k+l-pr(k+l)wk-pr(k+l)(X)P;(k+l) (XI)>
C 1k + l  =  -f;r(k+l)tk+l>
thus we conclude the validity of the result.q
Remark. The previous proof gives a method for the computation of the coefficients in the
recurrence relation. The coefficients of the polynomial w k+ r _ rr( k + 1j and B, + 1 are given as the
solution of the ‘triangular’ system
0 . . . 0 D(k)pr(k+ 1) Bk+l
D(k)
dk+l)
bik’ 0
=
0 Di”’
D(k)
p r ( k + l ) . . . D$“’ c( x&f) b(k) ’k+l-pr(k+l) d
and the coefficient C,, 1 is Ck+ , = - tk+ 1 t;=jk+ lj,
Proposition 4 (The Christoffel-Darboux relation). F r k E I the following holds
cx - dKkcX,  t, =  t,:l(p,+l(x)p,,,k+l)(t)  - Pk+l(t)Ppr(k+l)(x))~
Proof. Denote by G,(x, t) = (x - t)Kk(x, t), then G, is a polynomial of degree k + 1 and such
that
G,(X,  t )  =  -Gk(t, x ) . 01)
Hence Gk( x, t) may be written as
k + l
G,(X, t) = (x - t)&,(X, t) = c &(X).,,,(t)
i=O
where r;TTi(  t ) are polynomials in t of degree <k + 1.
Multiplying (12) by P,(x) for j = 0,.  . , k - 1 and applying c we obtain
k + l
c ~i(t)c(PiP,)=O i f j = O , . . . , k - 1
i=O
and using Proposition 2 (ii) one has
k + l
i~oTi(t)c(P~Pk)  = -pk+l(t>*
(12)
034
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Since k E I, Pk+l(x) is an orthogonal polynomial and c( P, Pk+l) = 0 for j = 0,. . . , k. Hence,
(13) may be seen as
H,+,(li,(t),...,q(t))T=(O,...,O, -E; +,WT,
implying
(%W,...,%WT = KXO,.--,O, -%+l(t)fT,
and using the block-structure of Hi:t it follows
7i,(t) = 0, i=O,...,k, ifpr(k+l);
Irpr(k+I)(4 = -G:&+IW.
Now, from (ll),
Gaussian quadrature formulas
Let us now consider the following infinite matrix J:
The first row is (-B,, 1, 0, 0,. . .).
If p, + 1~ k < h,+l+ 1 then the kth row is
i0)...) 0, -c,,o )...) 0, -B,, -b$k-l) ,...) -b~5;$+l, l,O, *..)
where the element - C, is in the column pr(pr(k)) + 1, and the 1 is in the column k -t 1.
[f hntl+ 2 < k <p, the k th row has only one element equal to 1 which is in the column
k+ 1.
Associated with J one can consider the difference equation
xi:::r,] =Jkl:ll:l] + ~pk:xl!.
This equation shows that a zero of Pk( x) is an eigenvalue of Jk and conversely.
Let Fk be the matrix
. . .
(14)
. . .
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where pt”‘( x) are the coefficients of Pk( x), then we obtain
213
JkLk  = LkFk. 0%
In the sequel we will always assume that k - 1 E I. In this case P,+(x) is the manic orthogonal
polynomial of degree k. We will denote by a+,. . _ , ai the zeros of Pk and by ml,. , . , mj their
respective multiplicities. These zeros can be complex.
Let V, and D, be the matrices
v, =
0 . . . 0 . . *
( 1 1 1 0
2
i 11 a1 0
D,=
. . .
Then && = vk L), and from (15) we have
JkLkVk  = LkFkVk = L,I/,D,.
If we Set Qk = Lkvk  then (16) can be writen as
JkQk = Q&
1
(y/
k - l
aJ
. . . 0
0
0
I
. . .
which shows again that the zeros of Pk are the eigenvalues of Jk  with the same multiplicity.
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The matrix Qk has the following form
1 . . fLlf4
I . I PL(ffl)
* . . cm, l>!P,y’( LYJ
Now, we set W, = QzH;‘Q,_
If we denote the rows and columns of the matrix with a double index i,, wh re i = 1, 2,. . _ ) j
and r = 1,. . . , mi, such that the (i,)th row (column) is the (m, + - - * -I-PE_~ + p)th row (column);
then the (i,, h ) element of Wk is
where
ar+s--2
%l,s-lL1bi~ 4 = ,#._.’ as-’ Ll(~, t) *
x I .X=(Y,,t=tQ
Now we study the structure of Wk.
Proposition 5. With the preuiaus  ~~~~~i~~
- if i # h, ( ~~~~i,,~~~ = 0 for r = 1,. . . , mi, s = 1,. . . , mh,
- if i = h, (Wk)(;,, is+l)  =r (J+tl>~i,+l,i,~~  r, s = 1,. . -, mi - 1.
Proof. If f&x, t) is defined by
f/k t> = ~~~(~~t~)~~~~~~(~) - ~~~~~~~~~~tx)~,
then we get f,(x, t) = (X - t)Kk_l(~, t) and, from the Christoffel-Darboux relation and after
derivation and evaluation of fk(X, t) at (LYE, lyh), we obtain
rDr-l,sKk-lfai* 4 -Qr,x-&-lb0 (Y,)+tLYi--ah)D,,krk-*(ai,  4 =o
for r = 0, 1,. , . , mj-1 and x=0,1 ,..., m,-1.
If ifh, we obtain by induction DrsKk_f(cq,~h)=O for r=O,l,...,m,-1 and s=
O,l,..., m,-1.
If i = h, then ai - cyh = 0 and we have
TDr-l.sKk-I(ffi, aj) -SB~.,-*K/c-_I(Ryi* @j) =O
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Therefore we have
- if i # h, ( f’f$)ci,,~,~ = 0 for Y = 1,. . . , mi, 3 = 1,. . . , mh,
_ if i = A, ( wjJ(i,,i,+,) = ( wk)(i,+,,i,)* rt 3 = 17 -. . Y mj - l. I3
Thus IV;, is blockdiagonal and the blocks of the diagonal are of the Hankel type. Since
DO,rKII-_*(q, q) = D,,,K;,_,(Cq, fxi) = 0, r, s = Cl,..., m; - 2,
the blocks of the diagonal of u/, has the following form
275
For the coefficients G,, we have the expression:
Gir  = ’ LDm~-l.rKk-l(ai~  ai)(mi-- l)! r!
08)
for r = 0, 1,. . . , mi - 1. Hence
Gio =
since q is a zero of Pk(x) of multiplicity m, and Pp,Ckj(ai) f 0, because P,,,(,,(x) and Pk(x) are
two consecutive orthogonal polynomials.
Thus, W,,’ exist and is blockdiagonal too. The i th block of the diagonal of W;’ has the
following form:
Ai, 0
where Ajo, Ai,, . . . , Aim _, are the solutions of the following triangular system
6 .Gio
Gio Gi, . . . Gi,,_l Ai,,_l
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Identification of the coefficients Ai7
From the equations Q,‘H;‘Q, = W, and Hk = L,A,Lz we
the coefficients we obtain
m,-1
‘h =  i c Air( ;ja?, h=O,l,..., 2k-2.
i=o r=O
get A, = vkW;‘v,‘. Identifying
But this relation is also valid for h = 2k - 1, in fact
P,(x) = 6 pik)xh,
h=O
since Pk(x) is an orthogonal polynomial
C(Xk-l&(X)) = ; C&l+/&) = 0 with pik’ = 1,
h = O
and hence
k - l
C2k-1 =  - 1 Ck-l+hdik)~
h = O
Thus
k - l
C2k-l = -c
h = O
Therefore
= h mclAi,( -y(k-;+hja:‘i-$l”‘)
i=l r=O h = O
= i m&ii r )a12k - 1 2k-l-r.
i=l r=O
ch= f: m~lA,r#xh’forh=O,l,..., 2k-1.
i=l r=O
This formula indicates that the values Air for i = 1,. . . , j
coefficients of a Gaussian quadrature formula for the functional
and r = 0,. . . , mi-1 are the
C
which is exact up to the order 2k - 1.
Remark. If k=h,+l, then c(XhPk(X))=O for h=O,l,...,p,
that, in this case, the formula (19) is still exact up to the order p,+ k - 1.
and a similar argument shows
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Discrete orthogonality
The equation Hk = QkWLIQk is a discrete orthogonality relation, where the elements of Hk
are (Hdcm, n) = c(P,(x)P,,(x))  for m, n = 0 ,...,  k - 1. Since
we get
ifO<m<p,+h,-n,
ifp,+l<m,
i = l  r=O
if m=p,+h,+l-n,
I D(Ps)m+n-h, ifp,+h,+2-n<m<p,
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